
How to support behavioural change

Successful implementation planning depends on understanding
how to achieve behavioural change. Dr. Tom Cohen stresses the
importance of addressing behavioural change when thinking
about transitioning to sustainable urban mobility systems. He
reflects on what it means, and how behaviour change policies
can be developed.

The first main message concerning behaviour change is that you
should think of it as a way of formulating policy. The overwhelming
majority of transport “problems” are actually behaviour problems –
road trauma, greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, congestion,
etc. So, thinking about behaviours is a potent way of working
towards a policy response that might work.

The second main message is that it is essential to think of
behaviour in the most holistic way possible. It is natural to
concentrate on the individual traveller – whether they are obeying the
speed limit, looking before they cross the road etc. And this is a huge
part of transport, of course. But the transport system is a product of
the behaviours of many people, only some of whom are travelling.
Transport operators design bus services; policy makers set levels of



subsidy; vehicle manufacturers produce certain types of car; and so
on. A holistic approach to transport behaviour will take account of
all these “players” and the reasons they do what they do.

A very useful tool to support thinking about behaviour change is
COM-B. The idea is very simple: in order for a person to perform a
given behaviour, they must have the capability to do it, the
opportunity to do it, and the motivation to do it. For example, for
someone to ride a bicycle regularly, they must know how to ride a
bike and feel confident doing it (capability); they must have access to
a suitable bicycle and suitable facilities on which to ride (opportunity);
and they must have a reason to want to do it (motivation). If all three
are in place, there’s a good chance the behaviour will happen. But, if
one or more is missing, it won’t.

A good introduction to COM-B is here. Those who wish to find out
more are advised to explore the Behaviour Change Wheel, which is a
set of techniques based on COM-B designed for analysing
behavioural challenges and developing policy responses.

https://www.qeios.com/read/WW04E6.2


Figure: COM-B diagram

Source: Michie et al 2011

There is a book that provides detailed guidance; this paper is free to
obtain and offers a summary of the approach. But a brief word of
warning: whilst it is very useful, the Behaviour Change Wheel
emerged from health psychology and was designed with individual
healthy/unhealthy behaviour in mind (e.g. smoking, diet, exercise). Its
tendency to operate at the individual level makes it less well suited to
developing policy that operates at a population level (e.g. congestion
charging). Equally, it was not designed with the behaviour of policy
makers or commercial organisations in mind. Those thinking
holistically about transport behaviour need to bear these points in
mind.

http://www.behaviourchangewheel.com/
https://implementationscience.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/1748-5908-6-42.pdf

